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ABSTRACT

A preliminary study was conducted with the aim of contributing to a scientifically based sound design for interactive movement sonification, drawing on tacit sound design knowledge. Specifically, the perceived power in punching sounds from mainstream films and video games was assessed through subjective ratings. The same sound clips were analyzed to extract audio features, and correlations with power ratings were examined. Results showed that perceived power in punching sounds is especially influenced by decay time, spectral slope, and features related to Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs). These findings can inform sound design for interactive movement sonification, particularly in the context of action-oriented applications.

1. INTRODUCTION

Audition plays a key role in perceiving bodily movement and its effect on the surrounding environment, making it a channel with high potential for augmenting exercise or rehabilitation activities. Exergames represent an emerging field that is driving the use of movement-related sonification [1]. They are digital games controlled by (whole-body) movements [2] which are becoming increasingly popular for promoting exercise, as well as to improve adherence to exercise and rehabilitation tasks [3][4].

As such, exergames need to be both effective and attractive for different target groups [5][6][7]. However, scientifically based principles and heuristics that could guide the design of sounds for such purposes are still lacking. This is contrasted by the rich tradition of sound design for fictional media in which sonic expression of bodily action plays a central role, be it with realistic foleys or synthetic sound effects. To address this limitation, an interdisciplinary research approach is required that brings together experts in sound design, sound computing, sound perception, as well as sport and movement sciences. One possible starting point in this process is to examine and leverage the strategies used in mass media to convey the qualities of bodily actions [8][9]. This paper presents an initial exploration in this direction, focusing on the perception of power in punching sounds.

The perception of bodily actions is inherently a multisensory experience — e.g. steps involve hearing, vision and haptic proprioception, and these modalities are in principle interchangeable [10]. Numerous studies have documented the potential and positive impact of auditory feedback on movement learning and execution, such as enhancing movement precision, supporting motor learning and control, and improving the overall experience and motivation in sports and rehabilitation, as well as modulating affective aspects [11][12].

Tajadura-Jiménez et al. [13] showed that the perception of a participant’s arm length could be changed by varying the spatial properties of tapping sounds. Other research indicated that the effects of sound on body perception also occur in physically demanding situations, and could persist even after the feedback was stopped. Moreover, it was found that sound could contribute to participants’ body weight and masculinity/femininity aspirations [14]. Related work, Clausen et al. [15] demonstrated that the perception of body size and strength could be affected using real-time spectral modification of audio captured from actual footsteps. Studies have been conducted to examine the affective and movement-related effects of interactive sonic and tactile feedback at foot level to simulate different types of ground: They explored how augmented footstep sounds could modify gait style and influence the walking experience [16][17]. These findings support the idea that sounds can be designed to stimulate specific perceptions of bodily action and that the bodily self-image also emerges from sonic feedback from interactions with the world.

Further research addressed the effect of sounds on perception and action during walking [18], or action anticipation and performance in skateboarding [19]. Papetti et al. explored the use of auditory depth cues in a non-visual game to control the adjustment of gestural input [20]. A preliminary evaluation on swimming actions showed a positive effect of ad-hoc sonification created by musicians [21].

In terms of sound design for movement sonification, most current implementations use sounds in a naturalistic, veridical way (e.g., tapping sound for tapping action, walking sound for walking action). However, examples of non-naturalistic sound design for movement-related purposes can be found [22]. In one of the early successful real-world applications, Schaffert used pitch modulated tones to sonify the motion of rowing boats [23]. Experiments to explore alternative mappings of sounds to everyday actions with counter-intuitive interactive sonic feedback showed that...
sonic reinterpretation may lead to comical results, but the associations worked reliably and motivated sustained user interaction if sound cues were consistent with gestural affordances [23]. Indeed, Stanton and Spence [24] suggest that also nonveridical sounds can influence the perception and execution of action.

Over the years, design approaches for sonification have become increasingly diverse. Schaffert et al. differentiate between various methods for conveying movement-related information through sound, including natural movement sounds, tonal movement sonification (including musification), and rhythmic auditory information [25]. As an example, Rushton and Kantan used FM synthesis timbral changes to indicate gait asymmetries in running [26]. Overall, these studies support the hypothesis that sonification of bodily movement can be inspired by sound design and musical expertise, and that meaningful non-naturalistic (fictional) action-sound relations are possible.

With the long-term goal of informing interactive movement sonification by leveraging tacit sound design knowledge contained in mainstream films and video games, we investigated if and how punching sounds from these media convey power through auditory cues, and which audio features are perceptually relevant.

2. PILOT STUDY

A pilot study was carried out in order to define the hypothesis, response variable and test design for the final experiment. A mixed methods approach was employed, combining analytic expert listening with subjective ratings and signal analysis.

A pilot analytic listening test was conducted on jumping and punching sounds from movies and video games. Participants were six expert listeners: advanced sound designers and senior lecturers or senior researchers in the field of sound engineering or electroacoustic music. This preliminary assessment confirmed that such sounds effectively convey movement qualities, even though their design approaches vary. The notion of “power” emerged as a central aspect of the experience.

The perception of power was then studied in an experiment with N=7 participants to explore its possible constituents. The stimuli were manually extracted audio-visual clips from 19 films and 15 games, cleaned of disturbances such as dialogue or music (see Section 3.2). The stimuli were selected from a short list based on the top 50 rated films and games in categories such as “action” or “sports” on major review aggregator sites such as Metacritic, IMDB or Rottentomatoes. Participants were asked to focus on the sound and rate its perceived power, additionally providing short motivation statements. The results aligned with the expert listening assessments to a degree that encouraged a larger experiment on perceived power.

Signal-level features were extracted using audio analysis and music information retrieval techniques. Correlations with perceived power ratings revealed for instance the importance of spectral distribution of energy: strong actions are more likely to be reflected by full frequency spectra and marked timbral brightness, whereas muffled or thin sounds are used for softer actions. These findings confirmed our intuitions about the impact of sound on the perception of movement power and the possible contribution from sound design practice, and motivated a larger study. Indeed, acoustic correlates are known to carry information on the power of impact events, such as changes in loudness, timbral patterns, and decay time [22].

3. EXPERIMENT

3.1. Design and protocol

Due to the exploratory nature of our research question, the experiment was run online. While this compromised full control over the playback settings used by the participants, it was deemed a minor inconvenience in light of the ability to collect a substantial amount of data from participants that would not be available to attend a laboratory study. The test utilized the Web Audio Evaluation Toolkit (WAET) along with the Audio Perceptual Evaluation (APE) multislider interface [28, 29], which allowed to implement a random access rating experiment. Clips from different media (film or video game) were tested separately: For each media, the user interface presented a new page with a horizontal bar representing power ratings from ‘very low’ (far left) to ‘very high’ (far right) on a continuous visual analog scale, and green sliders – each corresponding to a different sound clip (see Figure 1). The sliders could be clicked to play back the corresponding sample and dragged horizontally to enter the respective rating. The initial position of the sliders was randomized. Responses were measured as the sliders’ final positions relative to the end-points [0,1].

After a pre-test questionnaire (age, gender, sound/music background, media consumption habits), participants were requested to wear headphones and instructed to listen to groups of punching sounds and rank them according to their perceived power, relative to the other sounds within the group. The volunteers were given the option to provide comments on each sound and rating assigned by them. To acquaint the participants with the task, a practice trial using noise bursts was conducted initially.

A single session comprised seven groups of sounds (i.e., 7 pages) each corresponding to one source (Media) and containing 3–7 clips (Sound). The pages were presented in randomized order. The total number of Sounds was 28 and participation took 15–20 minutes.

3.2. Stimuli

To limit test duration and to streamline design and analysis, the final experiment concerned punching sounds only. Twenty-eight au-
Audio tracks of punching actions from the pilot study were selected, presenting a diverse range of styles, genres, and cultures (see Table 1).

Audio samples were extracted from the original media and cleaned by an expert sound designer using Izotope RX, thus obtaining a single clip per punch. The aim was to isolate the primary impacts from background noise and echoes, and eliminate remaining traces of music or voices. Afterwards, the resulting sounds were meticulously reviewed by expert listeners to ensure they closely resembled the original samples. If any discrepancies were found, the cleaning process was revised. The sounds were normalized to -25 dB LUFS.

3.3. Participants

An invitation with a web link to the experiment was distributed on social media platforms and mailing lists, including both audio expert communities and students of the Zurich University of the Arts. The experiment’s website received 342 clicks, while the experiment itself was initiated 125 times. Fifty participants gave responses, including 38 complete cases. The participants were circa 60% male / 40% female, aged on average 38 years (min 18, max 67, sd 13). 80% described their listening skills as average or above. About 45% had amateur or professional musical skills, and circa 25% were sound designers or other sound professionals. Participants reported watching on average 3.3 action, fantasy, or science fiction films and playing on average 2.2 hours of action or fighting games per month.

4. AUDIO ANALYSIS

Audio features were extracted from the stimuli in order to use them as metric predictors of perceived power (see Section 5.2). The analyzed features were selected according to established standards in audio analysis or music information retrieval and computed in Matlab.

The audio samples were initially pre-processed as follows:

1. DC offset removal
2. Normalization (-25 dB LUFS as in the online experiment)
3. Trimming of initial and final silence

Then, the following features were extracted from each sound clip:

- Attack and decay time. To this end, the amplitude envelope was first obtained by applying the Hilbert transform and Gaussian smoothing (using a window size of 1000 samples); next, the envelope was normalized with amplitude ranging [0 1] and attack and decay times were computed based on fixed amplitude thresholds (both set to 0.6).
- Duration
- Dynamic range — computed with respect to the overall RMS level
- Spectral centroid (overall, and over time with mean, std, median) — a measure of the "center of mass" of the spectrum
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In addition, A-weighted versions of spectral features were computed to more accurately reflect human auditory perception.

For use as metric predictors in statistical models, the audio features were z-transformed, i.e., centered and scaled. In what follows, such values will be marked with an initial ‘z’.

Figure 2 shows the amplitude envelope with attack and decay time trigger points (top), as well as the power spectrum and spectrogram (bottom) of an exemplary sound clip.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Media</th>
<th>N of sounds</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Big Hero 6 (2014)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Animated superhero film about fictional heavy combat robots.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marvel’s Spider-Man (2018)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Superhero action adventure. Protagonist is nimble and acrobatic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Super Mario Odyssey (2017)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Lighthearted Jump’n’Run, playful, casual combat action.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultra Street Fighter IV (2014)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Arcade-Style classic fighting game combining physical and energetic hits.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: List of media and sound characteristics.

5. RESULTS

5.1. Ratings

Figure 3 presents the raw rating data. Due to missing data points by some participants and expected deviations from normality, statistical analyses were carried out by Bayesian inference using R and the brms package. The brms package allows the user to specify Bayesian models using a similar formula syntax as is widely used for linear mixed effects regression models.

Because each Sound belonged to one Media and the task was grouped by Media, differences between the Media were first explored. A simple Gaussian model was fit for the Rating including a common intercept (marked by 1 in the formula below), a nested group effect of Sound within Media (1|Media/Sound), and a random intercept for each Participant (1|Participant):

\[
\text{Rating} \sim 1 + (1 | \text{Media/Sound}) + (1 | \text{Participant})
\]

![Figure 3: Raw rating data from the experiment.](image)

Estimated Ratings with 95% credible intervals are presented in Figure 3. Differences between successive Sounds in the order of descending means were generally small; hypothesis testing on the model parameters revealed that the differences between the seven lowest-rated Sounds were mostly credibly non-zero. In contrast, the differences between the highest-rated and the thirteen successive Sounds were not.

\[
\mu_{\text{Rating}} \sim 1 + \text{Sound} + (1 | \text{Participant})
\]

\[
\phi \sim 1 + \text{Sound}
\]

\[
\text{zoi} \sim 1
\]

\[
\text{coi} \sim 1
\]

5.2. Metric predictors

Next, we modeled the Ratings from the audio features described in Section 4. Correlation matrices were computed between Ratings and the z-transformed features. Through an iterative procedure, four predictors were selected that showed the highest correlations with the Ratings but, on the other hand, the lowest mutual correlations (see Figure 5): decay time, mean A-weighted (Aw) spectral slope, kurtosis of MFCC 10, and variance of delta MFCC 12.

Several models were fit including various combinations of these predictors. They were then compared in terms of their expected predictive accuracy by leave-one-out cross-validation; the

---

1 Credible intervals and credible effects are the Bayesian counterparts of confidence intervals and significant effects in frequentist analysis.
Figure 4: Estimated differences between Media with 95% credible intervals.

Figure 5: Correlations between the selected metric predictors and Ratings.

The best fit was obtained by modeling $\mu$ on all four metric predictors and $\phi$ on the intercept only:

$$
\begin{align*}
\mu_{\text{Rating}} &\sim z\cdot \text{Decay time} + z\cdot \text{mean spectral Slope (Aw)} + \\
&z\cdot \text{Delta12 variance} + z\cdot \text{MFCC10 kurtosis} +
\end{align*}
$$

(1 | Participant)

$\phi \sim 1$

$zoi \sim 1$

$coi \sim 1$

The resulting parameter estimates are presented in Figure 6(top). Note that the ZOIB-model estimates logit-transformed parameter values$^4$ and therefore the parameter estimates cannot be directly interpreted in terms of ratings. However, the bottom panels of Figure 6 present the respective conditional effects in the original range. The strongest effect is that of spectral slope, where an increase by 1 standard deviation causes a decrease of 4.2 percentage points in the mean estimate. A similar change in delta MFCC 12 variance causes a drop of 3.5 percentage points. Decay time and MFCC 10 kurtosis have positive effects of 2.3 and 2.4 percentage points, respectively. Figure 7 presents the estimated means from model 2 and the average fitted values based on audio features from model 3. The predictions fall mostly within the estimated 95% credible intervals with only two exceptions, even though the metric model somewhat overestimates low-ranking sounds and underestimates high-ranking sounds.

To further investigate the seemingly confusing negative effect of mean spectral slope, the entire evolution of this feature over time was examined. The respective time series – seen in the bottom panel of Figure 6 – show one or several sudden drops, after which the spectral slope increases again. High-rated sounds (green: Rating estimate at least 0.5 std above average) show typically lower global minima than low-rated Sounds (red: Rating estimate at least 0.5 std below average).

Although spectral centroid was not included in model 2 due to moderately high negative correlation with spectral slope ($r = -0.45$), the evolution of spectral centroids over time was analyzed: the top panel of Figure 8 shows higher spectral centroids for high-rated Sounds.

6. DISCUSSION

As mentioned in Section 1, the concept of “power” in the context of action sounds is multifaceted and can be difficult to define. In order to focus and streamline our investigation, we chose to limit our analysis to punching sounds that are commonly found in mainstream films and games. It is important to note that the sounds within our dataset were originally created to accompany visual representations of punching actions. Another noteworthy aspect is that, consistent with action movies and games, the majority of the sounds in our dataset tend to fall within the medium-high power range (see Figure 3). Additionally, even clips originating from the same source could have significant variations in their sonic signature, making direct comparisons difficult. However, this choice was intentional in order to capture a wide range of perceived power. While this approach possibly made it challeng-
about the overall spectral envelope of the signal, and higher coefficients capturing more detailed spectral information. At this point, it is important to note that our study is still exploratory, and that a more extensive dataset would be required to provide sufficient information to guide these processes.

Previous research on realistic sounds has shown that in addition to the movement or action itself, the sound conveys information on the resulting impact and involved objects, such as material, size, shape, hardness, and force and location of impact, and that these cues are often hard to separate from each other and utilized differently between individuals [27, 35]. In isolation, judgments of force impact were based on previous long-term experience and individual decision rules which deviated significantly from ideal use of available physical cues [35]. Our findings reflect the importance of impact properties through the high significance of decay-related features. The effects of long-term experience and individual decision rules could not be examined presently but motivate future studies focusing on specialized gaming communities, for instance.

Regarding the experimental protocol, data collected online are expected to be noisier than those collected in a laboratory setting. This is mostly due to a lack of control over factors such as headphones settings, the environment in which the experiment was conducted, and the level of focus of the participants. A significant portion of users did not complete the test, possibly due to technical difficulties or loss of interest. Indeed, from over 100 logged clicks, we could collect data from 50 persons, and this limited the complexity and accuracy of our statistical models. To further refine them, alternative approaches such as using non-linear models or incorporating functional predictors such as spectral slope and spectral centroid could be considered.

Nonetheless, this study provides an exploratory step towards predicting perceived power from audio features, which can serve as motivation for future research and design efforts.

7. CONCLUSION

This study aimed to establish a scientifically based approach to designing sounds for interactive movement sonification by investigating the perceived power of punching sounds in a small selection of films and video games. The results indicate that perceived power is influenced by decay time, spectral slope, and a choice of MFCC-related features. Despite the limitations of online data collection and a small sample size, such findings provide valuable insights for designing sounds with a target power signature. Overall, the proposed approach has significant potential in action-oriented applications such as exergames, where perceived power plays a critical role in the user’s engagement with the system.

Although the mapping of MFCC-related features to sound design strategies presents challenges, techniques such as codebook-based audio synthesis and generative models can be utilized to synthesize audio from them.

Building on the foundation of this preliminary study, it is hoped that further research will enable sound designers to predictably create variations of a reference sound in terms of power, such as “weak”, “medium”, and “strong”. Once sounds are synthesized to convey a target power perception, they should undergo evaluation to ensure they achieve their intended effect and to close the loop of the design process.

Future research could also explore alternative experimental protocols, qualitative listening assessments, additional audio features, and the effects of contextual factors like visual stimuli and
user characteristics on perceived power.
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